THE CURRICULUM

The OSU Philosophy Department offers an education emphasizing:

• The critical evaluation of foundational ideas
• The history of ideas
• Familiarity with controversies and critical analysis applied to real-world issues

Perhaps you have found yourself wondering...

• WHAT IS REAL?
• WHAT DO WE REALLY KNOW?
• HOW SHOULD WE LIVE OUR LIVES?
• DOES GOD EXIST?
• ARE WE EVER REALLY FREE?

These are just a handful of the deep questions that we ask in philosophy. In philosophy classes, you will read the works of some of the greatest minds who have ever lived, and try to work out your own views about these vital issues. Along the way, you’ll sharpen your skills of reasoning and argumentation, and deepen your perspective on the world.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE STUDENTS

• Professional development
  - Support for internships
  - Career advising
• Funding available for student events and travel
• Social Activities
  - Movie nights
  - Current events discussions
  - Philosophy breakfasts and lunches in the student lounge
• The Ethics Center
  - Ethics Bowl debate team
  - Current events speaker series
• The department supports study abroad opportunities
• Philosophy Club
  - Monthly speakers
  - Reading groups
• Phi Sigma Tau Honor Society

3+3 LAW OPTION ALLOWS FOR EARLY ADMISSION

• Complete bachelors and law degree in six years instead of seven
• Works at all Oklahoma law schools and others that offer early admission opportunities

CAREERS Philosophy majors are competitive for any career path involving clear and critical thinking, and well-developed speaking and writing skills.

OUR GRADUATES’ CAREERS

• Attorney
• Business School
• Minister
• Cognitive Psychologist
• Teacher
• Legislative Aide
• Editor
• Substance Abuse Counselor
• Business Executive
• Basketball coach
• Philosophy Professor
• Librarian
• Physician
• Finance Officer

COURSES A philosophy education cultivates key skills that are valuable for individual development and good citizenship, and they are useful in virtually any profession. We offer small classes and a faculty mentoring program. A philosophy degree permits flexibility and allows students to complete a second major or a minor, often without additional total hours.

• A minor requires just 18 hours
• A double major requires 25-31 hours of philosophy courses

Visit our Finish-in-Four Plans at http://casstudents.okstate.edu/finish-in-four-plans